This paper presents a multi-agent based evacuation simulation software capable of simulating mass mixed mode evacuations of large areas including sub meter details of the environment. A mathematical framework is introduced in order to provide a framework for the specification and description of the software, enabling to compare the developed multi-agent system with other existing evacuation simulation tools and identify underlying differences and areas of improvement. Details of the high resolutions environment, including the modelling of dynamic changes like earthquake induced damages, etc. are briefly explained. Furthermore, the basic constituent functions of autonomous agents, which enable them to perceive their visible surrounding and interact with it and neighbouring agents, are also briefly explained. The mixed mode interactions are briefly presented along with its validation results. Demonstrative mass urban area mixed mode evacuation scenarios are presented in order to highlight the need of incorporating detailed models of environment and the complex agent functions and interactions. Most of these scenarios cannot be simulated with the simplified models without sacrificing accuracy or making broad assumptions.
Introduction
Mass evacuations triggered by natural disasters like tsunamis have a short time span between the warning and its devastating impacts. It is of great importance to quantitatively evaluate possible mitigation measures to make the evacuation process fast and smooth, making it possible to save many lives. Current software used for simulating mass evacuations rely on macro/mesoscopic models in which the environment is modelled as a simplified network and evacuees as queues. Although such simplified models provide useful information, they have strong limitations; there are many scenarios which demand various complex interactions between the evacuees and their different modes of evacuation, detailed models of environment, etc. which cannot be simulated using simplified tools. Furthermore, detailed models have been constrained to smaller problems due to their computational intensiveness.
In order to address these limitations in large area evacuation simulations, a multi agent based evacuation simulation software, capable of modelling mixed mode evacuations in detail is developed. In order to address the high computational demand, this software is enhanced to utilize high performance computing systems. This allows the inclusion of a detailed model of environment, agents with functionalities to make use of the detailed environment and different interactions. This enables the analysis of the agents' collective emergent behaviours and quantitatively estimate the effect various mitigation measures. The evacuation simulator is coupled with an integrated earthquake simulator and a tsunami simulation tool to take into account the effect of earthquake induced damages and tsunami inundation. According to the authors' knowledge, there are no records of research which take such details into account in simulating mass evacuations. This paper presents a brief overview of the evacuation simulation framework and the inclusion of different agent types to enable the analysis of mixed mode evacuation. Furthermore the results of the validation of interaction between different types of agents are presented. A a set of examples are presented to demonstrate its current capabilities. The demonstrative example presents mixed mode evacuations emphasizing the need of detailed model of environment and complex agent functionalities to perceive it and interact in it. Finally the detailed data output is shown and its potential usefulness is highlighted. The novelty of this paper is the consideration of validated car-pedestrian interactions in the demonstrative scenarios.
Multi agent system for mass evacuation simulation
The evacuation simulator is based on a multi agent system paradigm; since this paradigm enables simulating complex states emerging due to the heterogeneity in crowds. In this paradigm autonomous agents take the role of evacuees. The usefulness of this modelling technique stems from the ability of assigning heterogeneous properties to each agent and each of them being programmed to take relevant actions according to their specific circumstances and the roles they play (e.g., the action of police officers and volunteers in supporting groups of visitors to reach a safe place). It consists of two major components; agents and the environment. The major differences of the model presented in this paper, compared to existing models, are the use of high resolution environment and agents capable of perceiving and interacting with it in mass evacuations involving areas of several km 2 . In this section a mathematical framework used for the specification of the software is introduced and a brief overview of the evacuation simulation software under this framework is presented. Aside from providing expressiveness in the description of the software, this mathematical framework provides means to draw comparisons with other software under a common framework and understand the underlying conceptual differences.
(1) Mathematical framework
In order to provide an implementation independent specification of the usage of the multi agent system in the simulator a mathematical framework is introduced. This mathematical framework is based in the established mathematical framework of dynamical systems. The need of this mathematical framework is to provide a common language to evaluate, criticize, implement or identify the differences with other modelling approaches. This section formalizes the concepts of agent, agent states, environment, etc.
which will be used in the following sections to provide further description of their implementation in the simulator.
The developed multi agent system is time step driven and architectural wise the agents would fall in the category of cognitive agents. Let 
⊂ E, where E denotes the whole environment. The system is designed as a parallel discrete dynamical system so that the next state of the system is independent of the execution sequence of the agents, and only depends on the former state. The evolution of agents and dynamical environment are defined by a set of update functions. Denoting an agents state as x i = {s i , N i }, the time evolution, or execution, of an agent can be expressed as x
The relevant dynamic changes in the environment are modelled by applying a set of update functions λ j , where subscript j stands for the j th update function. In the above context, an agent a i is defined as a i = {f i , s i }, and the time evolution of the whole system is defined by updating of the environment followed by updating of all the n number of agents. Although the agent updates could be performed serially temporary copies of the agent states are used to preserve the properties of the parallel dynamical system.
(2) Agents' local update functions: f i An agent's local update function, f i , encompasses the intended behaviours of each agents and is composed of a set of basic constituent functions, g j 's; Heterogeneity in crowds can be modelled by varying relevant components of each agent's state, s i , and the composition of the local update function, f i . Obviously, a large collection of agents with diverse behaviours can be modelled by composing f i 's with different combinations of constituent functions. However, for practical reasons, only a small set of local update functions are defined according to the major roles and properties of the evacuees being modelled;
While an agent is defined as a τ i = {f τ , s α i }, they are mainly categorized according to respective f τ . The above formed major agent groups are further sub-grouped according to the evacuees' ages, so that relevant components in an agent's state, s α i , can be assigned according to available observations. Strictly speaking none of the agents have the same state, since the properties like speed are randomly set within a valid range for each age group. However, loosely speaking agents belonging to the same age group are considered to have the same state, s α , where {s α } = {s <30 , s 30 to 50 , ...}.
(3) Implemented specialized agent types Figure 1 shows a simplified version of the composition of f resident . As is seen, the constituent functions are arranged into three groups; see, think and act. It is by specializing think with different constituent functions, that different agent groups/types with different behavioural models are created, a i = {f τ , s α i }. For the purpose of mixed mode evacuation specialized agent's will be categorized in pedestrians and cars. All agents visually perceive the details in the environment with the constituent function g eye , which does 
(4) Pedestrian agents
All pedestrian agents are modelled with a circular physical occupancy. This physical occupancy can be arbitrarily set following any observed distribution. For demonstrative purposes pedestrians radius is set to 0.25m. Their movement takes place in the continuous 2D space of the environment, and the details of it are perceived through their vision g eye .
a) Resident agents
The basic constituents of a resident's think are g f ind way out , g navigate , g f ind inter and g coll av . Act is composed of g execute actions and g update . s int of all the agents, except visitors, possess a topological map of the environment, which is used for gathering past experiences, planning paths with desired constraints, etc.
b) Visitor agents
These agents do not possess any additional information of the environment aside from what they can visually perceive with g eye and g identif y env . Their main evacuation mechanism is to seek a visible safe place like high ground, or to follow other evacuees using g f ollow an agent . Though they don't have a topological map of the environment, they can easily be programmed to build their own mental maps as they
) Official agents
These agents are designed to represents figures of authority, such as law enforcement, event staff, etc. Their main task is to facilitate fast and smooth evacuation by searching for the needy and helping them. Currently, they can seek for the agents which have not started evacuation and order them to evacuate immediately, thereby reducing any pre-evacuation time.
(5) Car agents
In order to simulate mixed mode evacuations (cars and pedestrians) a simplified model of car agent is included. This simplified model of car provides the features considered most relevant to the tsunami evacuation, such as a larger physical occupancy compared to pedestrians, faster speeds, restriction of their movements to road lanes, steering angle restriction, etc. Cars physical occupancy is modelled with 2 circles of 2m diameter each. They are assumed to know the road network of the environment, which they use to plan their path through it. Cars have several distinct characteristics in their movements, compared to that of the pedestrians; have lesser degree of freedom, their movement is restricted to roads only, controlled movements at intersections, give priority to pedestrians, etc. The navigation and collision avoidance algorithms are specialized to model: movement on multiple lanes according to the road width; left or right hand traffic; stopping and respecting vehicles coming from other roads, at intersections; the ability to identify blocked lanes; and restriction of the steering angle of the vehicles. Cars interact with each other and surrounding pedestrians through the collision avoidance. By fine tuning of the collision avoidance parameters different car driver behaviours can be introduced, e.g. to maintain larger distance between cars or to react quickly to pedestrians in the vicinity. The relevant parameters should be chosen and fine-tuned based on real life observations and/or expert consensus.
(6) Custom agent types
In addition to these predefined agent types, an agent designer can generate a diverse set of agent types by composing think functions with different constituent functions, either predefined or newly added. This provides the freedom and extensibility required to model specific scenarios and explore the influence of different behaviours in the simulation.
(7) Interactions
The properties of the evacuation flow are dependant on characteristics such as time of the day, age groups involved and cultural differences of the evacuees. In In all the cases good agreement with field observations is achieved. It is needed to emphasize that the validity of these interactions is limited to the data used for the tuning 1) of the interactions which doesn't represent panic scenarios and the event type simulated for the validation, one directional flows. However, these interactions demonstrate the ability of the simulator to tune the agent's behaviours based on specific observations.
(8) Environment
The environment is modelled as a hybrid of a high resolution grid and a topological graph, see Fig. 5 , to facilitate sophisticated sensing and behavioural models of agents. The system is highly scalable and able to accommodate a region of several hundreds of square kilometres, in sub-meter details. This allows overcoming the limitations of widely used simplified models used in large urban area evacuation simulations. The grid represents the visually perceivable current state of the dynamically changing environment and its physical restrictions. The two update functions λ earthquake and λ tsunami update the environment, at prescribed time intervals, according to the results of respective physics based simulations. The graph contains an abstraction of the road and path networks of an ordinary day. The agents use the graph in decision making like choosing a suitable destination, path planning, etc. The graph is not updated according to the dynamic updates of the grid, so it serves as a base map of the agents' knowledge of the environment. Agents can discover mismatches between their knowledge (graph) and the reality (grid), and store those experiences with reference to this graph. The graph provides support for thought processes such as path planning and identification of known regions, otherwise computationally intensive with a grid environment. The graph enables compilation of statistical summaries of simulation results, which are convenient for analysis by evacuation planners. In order grid of 1m×1m
High resolution grid of dynamically changing environment Graph of path network prior to disaster to model earthquake induced damages, λ earthquake is implemented by coupling with a physics based structural seismic response simulator, IES 5) , λ tsunami is introduced to include given tsunami inundation data.
Demonstrative example of Multi-modal evacuation with pedestrians and cars
This set of demonstrative applications highlight possible uses of the evacuation simulator to evaluate mixed mode evacuations.
(1) Problem settings
The domain considered is a densely populated 6 × 6.5km 2 area a coastal city, which was damaged by the 2011 great east Japan tsunami, see Fig. 6 . This area has suffered from several historical tsunamis and its flat topography increases the vulnerability to tsunami inundation. Use of cars is considered as a major mean of improving the evacuation process, since the available high grounds are far from some parts of the city. Areas having a hight above 10m are considered safe areas and the evacuation is performed towards those areas.
The synthetic population is uniformly distributed in the evacuation domain and initialized as seen in Table 1 . The pre-evacuation time, the time it takes for an evacuee to start evacuating after the first earthquake shock, is assumed to follow a normal distribution. Observations from the evacuation Ishinomaki, see 6) , show that 25% of the evacuees were drivers and 27% of the evacuees were passengers providing an average occupancy slightly above 2 evacuees per car. Additionally, reports from Fraser, et. al 7) report that in Ryoishi, Kamashita, certain vehicles and drivers were designated to transport vulnerable people to high ground in case of tsunami, which hints to a minimum car occupancy of two. Because of this each vehicle is considered to carry 2 evacuees. A total of 40,000 evacuees are assumed to evacuate the region and the effect of the use of different percentages of vehicles is analysed.
(2) Monte Carlo Simulations
In order to estimate the variability of the results 1000 Monte Carlo Simulations are performed. The average evacuation time history throughput along with its standard deviation is presented in Fig. 7 . The standard deviation observed in Fig 7 is around 0.29% and 0.42% after 25 and 40 min of evacuation respectively. Figure 8 shows the standard deviation, at 40 mins of the evacuation, in respect to the number of Monte Carlo Simulations. It can be observed that this standard deviation converges to around 170 agents (0.42%) after around 600 simulations.
In order to obtain converged results 600 simulations should be provided for this scenario. This can be further observed in Fig. 9 where the mean and standard deviation of 600 and 1000 simulations in the evacuation rate are compared showing negligible differences (< 0.01%). In the case of the scenarios evaluated for this demonstration, a single evaluation is performed (3) Different percentages of evacuees using cars Figure 10 shows the effect of different percentages of car usage. As seen in Fig. 10 , the evacuation using vehicles has a better starting evacuation rate than the evacuation without the use of vehicles. This is expected as at the start of the evacuation the streets are relatively free and the faster evacuation speed of cars makes the evacuation faster. The evacuation rate then slows down as the streets become crowded and traffic jams start forming. It can be further observed that as the percentage of vehicles is increased the rate at which vehicles evacuate further slows down. These results although trivial and expected show that the evacuation simulator produces reasonable results. These results should be further compared with field observations in order to validate them. Additionally these results highlight the need of thoughtful planning for the introduction of cars in real evacuation as although the usage of cars might be desired by indi- (4) Restriction of the usage of cars for people in need In the previous scenario, the usage of cars is indiscriminate; any 2 pedestrians can use a car, disregarding the need, e.g. physical abilities or distance to evacuation area. Figure 11 shows the effect of restricting the usage of cars for people in need, i.e. the car usage are restricted to the slowest agents. As is seen, this restriction translates into an increase in the evacuation throughput. An increase by 7% in the total throughput with 25% car usage after 40 min of evacuation can be observed. Though this is an intuitive outcome, the developed system makes it possible to make a quantitative estimation including possible uncertainties. There is a need to identify critical road network segments in order to be able to prioritize and focus the available resources. The advantages of the use of agents in the modelling of the evacuation phenomena is that details on the behaviour, thought process, interaction, etc. can be introduced, these details do not serve only to provide better control over the simulation and allow the simulation of more complex phenomena, but additionally allows the production of fine grained data. This fine grained data needs to be condensed and made available for its effective usage for evacuation planers and policy makers. For this purpose, the topological graph provides a structure where data can be condensed to. Figure 12 , shows the usage of roads after 20 and 40 mins of evacuation, showing their relevance in the network. Figure 13 shows examples condensing the average speed of the cars and the pedestrians on the road network. Figure 13 presents average speeds only in roads that were traversed by more than 50 agents. This information could be crucial to identify problems in the evacuation, identify local congestions, etc. With such information highly used roads where the average speed is low could be prioritized and different measures could be tested through the use of this simulator Additionally to the information condensed to the graphs other spatially distributed information can be visualized through the detailed representation of the agents. Figure 14 shows 2 snapshots of the evacuation positioning circles in the location of the agents exaggerating the circles sizes to make them visible at large scale and using their colouring to output the agents initial region. Figure 15 , shows the spatial distribution of the shortest distances through the road network to the evacuation areas.
This kind of fine grained information provides additional means of identifying problems and insight to information needed for the planning answering with a quick glance questions such as, "Where did most of the people who were not able to evacuate come from? What evacuation mode were they using?" etc.
(6) Demonstration results remarks
It is observed that the indiscriminate use of cars significantly hinders the evacuation process. Restriction on the usage of cars to people in need is shown to provide improvements in the evacuation throughput. Detailed modelling of the environment, agents and interactions and the production of fine grained data provides insights to the evacuation process useful for effective planning.
Concluding Remarks
This paper presents details of an evacuation simulation software capable of performing mixed mode mass evacuation simulations involving hundreds of thousands of autonomous agents. Details of the software are given in the context of a given mathematical framework, describing the different types of agents and their interactions. The presented interactions are validated using observed data. Although the data used for the validation isn't representative of a panic situation, same procedure could be performed once more relevant observations are available. Furthermore demonstrative applications highlighting ability to perform mixed mode evacuations are presented. 
